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1. Based on 5000 desktops. All results are exemplary, actual depends on specific circumstances.
2. OPEX treatment is subject to customer’s auditor review
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Rapid remote deployment 
and proactive support.

Anywhere
More Simple

increase in IOPS availability 
for boot and login storms1

45%
More Powerful

Poor Stability for 
Mobile Users

You can’t reliabiliy deliver access 
to desktop data for today’s 
distributed, remote teams.

Poor End-user 
Experience

Your end users’ experiences are 
poor—examples include lengthy 
logons, slow app load times, and 

boot storms.

Challenging 
Security Mandates
You need to meet corporate 
mandates to secure data and 

comply with 
industry standards.

 High 
Cost per Desktop

Your VDI solution is expensive, 
including high storage costs 

and complex storage 
management overhead.

Difficulty Scaling

You’re unable to seamlessly add 
users due to complex refreshes 

and data migrations.

Difficulty Deploying

Your process is slow. Procuring, 
architecting, deploying—it takes 

months before to get up 
and running.

From Remote 
to Reality
See how Pure Storage® VDI solutions solve the six 
biggest VDI challenges IT leaders face today.

Faster VDI Is Easier-to-Admin VDI
Provision 50GB desktops from a template in 5 seconds. 

Boot 100 desktops in less than a minute. With Pure, everything is easier.

The Modern VDI Experience 
Starts with Pure 

The Six Biggest VDI Challenges
Today’s distributed workforce presents enormous 

challenges for IT leaders. Do any of these sound familiar?

Solve your VDI blues. Pure Storage delivers consistent <1ms latency. 
Non-disruptive upgrades. Security and compliance. Plus, our solutions 

are easy to install and easy to manage. Get the modern data 
experience for VDI workloads.

faster response times*
75%
More Efficient

10:1
average data reduction

99.9999%
uptime

<1 ms
latency consistency

INCLUDED
software updates & upgrades

 

See how Atlantic Health saved $1.3M and slashed 
processing time by 80%. Plus, more insights 
on common VDI challenges.

Realize the Promise of 
VDI with Flash Storage 

Contact Us

Get the eBook 

Pure as-a-Service aligns VDI to OPEX2 
budget - scale up or down as needed

$0 CAPEX

More Flexible

of desktops booted in mins*
1000s
More Scalable
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